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G. Pascal Zachary is a international correspondent for The Wall road magazine while he reveals
love in, of all places, the zoo in Accra, Ghana. that's the place he meets Chizo Okon, the
surrogate mom for an orphaned chimpanzee. In Married to Africa, Zachary tells their hot and
funny story, that's as a lot concerning the marriage of 2 cultures because it is ready the wedding
of 2 people. Chizo introduces Zachary to an Africa frequently ignored by means of visitors. He
learns in regards to the non secular fervor of standard Africans, the mysterious energy of juju
and the rewards of consuming bushmeat and different African dishes. He learns find out how to
haggle effectively, choose a competent taxi driver, survive "Africa time" and adapt to being a
white minority in a black society. Chizo, meanwhile, deftly adapts to dwelling along with her
obruni, the neighborhood nickname for a white person. As their romance deepens, the couple
learns how otherwise issues can seem to Married to Africa: A Love Story them. whereas
Zachary indulges a fondness for standard African art, Chizo concerns in regards to the
attainable evil spirits harbored in his wood statues. while the 2 flow to San Francisco, Chizo
needs to learn how to navigate a brand new world. the result's a distinct form of immigrant story,
powered via a sequence of wacky, magnificent and unforgettable stories -- resembling Chizo
taking a machete to Zachary's ex-wife's backyard (not out of malice, of course), using
enthusiastically with no license, captivating her hard-boiled Jewish partner's mother and dealing
with requests from bad kin in Africa. the coming of Chizo's teenage daughter marks the top of
the start and the beginning of a brand new saga during this uniquely American love story.
Married to Africa is a young and fascinating account of a wedding and a desirable examine how
humans come to understand one another throughout tradition and race.
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